where A denotes the (uniform) time separation between successive data points.
-1 -2 P is periodic in f with period A and periodic in a with period A so that P need only he evaluated over the (f,a) region defined by 0 < f < A~ , _2 0 < a < A . Furthermore, since the velocity and acceleration resolutions of Following Cooley and Tukey*, we assume that K = 2^ and proceed to express the integers k, n, m in binary form as follows:
where k., n. and m. take on the values 0 and 1. In addition, it will be 2 convenient to express k in the form
2 2 where (k ) . = those terms in k that depend on k . but not on k . .,
The derivation of this last formula is straightforward exercise. Note that '* t contains a fact" Next we note that (k ) , contains a factor 2T except when Z = p.
because the exponent of W need only he computed modulo N = 2^ and the exponent of V need only be computer modulo N = 2 p .
With some obvious changes of notation, equation (2) now can be written in the form
For computational purposes, it is convenient to think of equation (3) as a sequence of p calculations as follows: First compute
Finally, P is computed from the formula,
The last computed function P is the desired function P given "by equation (3). 
It is interesting to compare the value of C M given by equation (6) 
As a numerical example, consider the numbers N = M = 32 for which equation (8) 
NM loggN lo^K
Substituting N = M = 32 in equation (8) results in 0./NM log 2 H = l/2 which means that, in this case, our method is only a factor of two more efficient than the modified Cooley-Tukey method. ARPA Order 498
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ABSTRACT
The Cooley-Tukey method for greatly reducing the number of computations required to evaluate a velocity periodogram has been extended to the evaluation of velocity-acceleration periodograms. For N data points, this method requires approximately a factor of 2/3 N fewer computations than would be required by straightforward evaluation of the periodogram.
